
Rifle type AR15 DDM4 V7 bronze Mil Spec 16 '' barrel cal. 5.56
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-2489-Rifle-type-AR15-DDM4-V7-bronze-Mil-Spec-16-barrel-
cal.-5.56

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots Thread

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

MSRP

DDV7162
DDM4V7 brown 16"

cal. 5.56 
AE604 B 

5.56x45
(223)  

11  1/2 x 28  40.64  82  2720  
3064.00 € incl.

tax

The lightness of the M-LOK rail on the excellent DANIEL DEFENSE product

16 '' barrel or 40.64 cm.
Handguard with 21mm picatinny rail and M-LOK for full adaptability.
Direct gas borrow system, 4140 Tempered Steel Gas Block.
No scratch 1: 7
Dark brown cerakote coating (Mil-Spec Brown).
Supplied with a 10-shot magazine in the format of a 30-shot, front hand grip and polymer case.
Made in USA.

2,720 Kg without sights (ref. Available from Simac DDZ001)
Caliber 5.56mm NATO (.223 Remington)

The DANIEL DEFENSE V7 is the first rifle in the DDM4 range to have M-LOK® attachment technology
with its DANIEL DEFENSE MFR 15.0 rail. Built on the basis of a 16 ”(40.64cm) cold hammered forged
barrel, the V7 features an improved DANIEL DEFENSE flash hider to reduce barrel exit flash. The mid-
length (9 inch or 22.86cm) gas borrow system provides a smooth and reliable duty cycle, reducing perceived
recoil and impact on moving parts. The front with M-Lok ® MFR XS 15 rail offers a considerable weight
saving, superior cooling, preserving a large panel of modularity, while maintaining the strength and
durability demanded of DANIEL DEFENSE .
With the M-LOK 7-position attachment system (sides) as well as its uninterrupted 1913 Picatinny rail on the
top, the V7 has plenty of room to mount optics, sights and accessories. The rifle is finished with a soft touch
coating on the stock and grip.

LOWER RECEIVER: CNC milled 7075-T6 Mil-Spec aluminum casing with Type III Hard Coat
Anodized finish. The Magazine Well is reamed and upgraded for quick reloading. Inserts for Heavy
Duty Quick Release Grenadiers (available from SIMAC ref: DDZ002).

UPPER RECEIVER: Bronze with optical position markings and accessories. M4 power ramp. CNC
milled Aluminum 7075-T6, Type III hard anodized.
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BARREL: Chrome Moly Vanadium steel, Forged cold hammered. No scratches 1: 7, barrel length 16 ?
(40.64 cm), M4 profile, chrome and Phosphate coating, Magnetic Particle Inspection (anti-cracking
quality control process by magnetic resonance imaging), Tested with high pressure cartridges.

Direct gas borrow system, CNC-milled 4140 Tempered Steel gas block, hardened Phosphate coating,
gas borrowed length: Mid-Length (9 "chromed steel tube or 22.86 cm)

Daniel Defense muzzle brake in 17-4 PH stainless steel, surface treatment with sodium nitrate. 1?2 ×
28 thread

In front of Daniel Defense MFR 15.0 in Aluminum 6061-T6 picatinny rail on the top and M-LOK on
the other sides

Movable cylinder head assembly: Profile M16, Mil-Spec with Magnetic Particle Inspection, Chrome
coating, Gas Key with crimped nuts.

Dark Brown Cerakote Finish (Mil-Spec Brown)

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


